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sparknotes atlas shrugged plot overview - a short summary of ayn rand s atlas shrugged this free synopsis covers all the
crucial plot points of atlas shrugged, synopsis of the plot of atlas shrugged - author of plot synopsis robert james
bidinotto atlas shrugged is structured in three major parts each of which consists of ten chapters the parts and chapters are
named and the titles typically suggest multiple layers of meaning and implication, atlas shrugged summary shmoop - rand
kicks things off with dread and doom the world is in serious trouble the economy is tanking and the government is becoming
crazy oppressive but fear not we meet two heroic businesspeople who might just be savvy enough to keep the country
going, atlas shrugged ayn rand book summary - rand s next major novel was atlas shrugged a novel about moral
philosophy it promoted rand s philosophy of objectivism a tenet that believes that reality exists independently of
consciousness and that people can use logic and moral purpose to find happiness the idea is to deal with external things
and not lay stress on emotions, atlas shrugged summary supersummary - supersummary a modern alternative to
sparknotes and cliffsnotes offers high quality study guides that feature detailed chapter summaries and analysis of major
themes characters quotes and essay topics this one page guide includes a plot summary and brief analysis of atlas
shrugged by ayn rand one of ayn rand s most famous novels atlas shrugged 1957 combines sci fi tropes with rand
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